
Bandai Namco's Action RPG: A
Comprehensive Guide to Figures Rewards
and Characters
Bandai Namco, a renowned Japanese video game publisher and
developer, has released a thrilling action RPG that has captivated gamers
worldwide. The game features an immersive storyline, engaging gameplay,
and a diverse cast of characters. To enhance the gaming experience,
Bandai Namco has also introduced a system of figures rewards, allowing
players to unlock special abilities, equipment, and characters. This guide
will provide a comprehensive overview of the game's figures rewards and
characters, helping you maximize your gaming potential.

Figures Rewards

Figures rewards are collectible items that can be obtained through various
gameplay activities, such as completing missions, defeating bosses, or
participating in events. Each figure represents a specific character or
monster from the game and grants unique bonuses when equipped.

Types of Figures Rewards

Common Figures: These are the most basic type of figures, offering
modest bonuses to stats and abilities.

Rare Figures: These figures are more difficult to obtain and provide
more significant bonuses than common figures.

Epic Figures: The rarest and most powerful type of figures, offering
exceptional bonuses and special abilities.



Equipping Figures Rewards

To equip a figure reward, access the "Figures" menu and select the desired
figure. Each figure has different stats and abilities, so choose carefully
based on your playstyle and team composition.
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Characters

The game features a wide range of characters, each with their own unique
abilities, strengths, and weaknesses. Selecting the right characters for your
team is crucial for success in both PvE and PvP battles.

Character Types

Melee Characters: These characters excel in close-quarters combat,
dealing high damage with melee attacks.

Ranged Characters: These characters can attack from a distance,
providing support and dealing damage from afar.
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Support Characters: These characters provide buffs, debuffs, and
healing to their teammates.

Character Rarities

Similar to figures rewards, characters have different rarities:

Common Characters: These are the most common characters and
have basic abilities.

Rare Characters: These characters are more powerful and have
access to special abilities.

Epic Characters: The most powerful and sought-after characters,
possessing exceptional abilities and stats.

Character Skills and Abilities

Each character has a unique set of skills and abilities that determine their
role in combat. These include:

Attack Skills: Skills used to deal damage to enemies.

Support Skills: Skills that provide buffs, debuffs, or healing to allies.

Ultimate Skills: Powerful abilities that can turn the tide of battle.

Synergies and Team Composition

Creating a balanced team with complementary characters is key to
success. Consider the following factors when building your team:

Element Affinity: Characters have different element affinities (fire,
water, earth, etc.). Balancing elements ensures effectiveness against



various enemy types.

Role Synergy: Combining melee, ranged, and support characters
provides a well-rounded team that can adapt to different situations.

Skill Combinations: Pay attention to the skill combinations of your
characters to maximize their synergy and create devastating combos.

Bandai Namco's action RPG provides an exciting and rewarding gaming
experience. By understanding the intricacies of figures rewards and
characters, you can optimize your team composition, maximize your
combat effectiveness, and conquer the challenges that await you.
Remember to experiment with different characters and figures
combinations to find the perfect synergy that suits your playstyle. As you
progress through the game, collect and equip powerful figures rewards and
characters to enhance your team and emerge victorious in every battle.
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Embark on an Epic 160-Mile Expedition for
Charity on the Appalachian Trail
Prepare yourself for an extraordinary adventure that will leave an
enduring mark on your life. Join us for a challenging 160-mile expedition
along the...

The Way of the Wild Goose: A Journey of
Embodied Wisdom and Authentic Living
The Way of the Wild Goose is an ancient practice that is said to have
originated with the indigenous peoples of North America. It is a path of
embodied wisdom that...
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